Anomalous scattering diffraction facilitates two types of experiments, i) studies requiring scattering contrast variation. and ii) crystallographic site specific X-ray absorption measurements. In principle, the latter can provide information on local coordination geometry, oxidation state and polarization dependent effects for a specific crystallographic site, even when polycrystalline samples are used. The theory and experimental considerations involved in both types of experiments will be outlined and illustrated with examples of work on high Tc superconductors, zeolites, magnetic materials, and mixed valence compounds. are discussed. X-ray ploy crystalline diffraction data observed at various incident angles are used in determination of true phase-depth profiles for samples both with and without preferred orientation. Furthermore, numerical procedures are employed for solving the XRD pattems conesponding to every thin layer at ar-bitrary depth of a sample, which is similar· to computed tomography technique. It has prospective application in determination of the true depth profiles of all structural information which can be obtained from X-ray peak intensity, peak position and line profile.
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In the present paper. several selective topics were discussed in details. Determination of geometrical factor from a standar·d sample is discussed; different experimental methods and numerical procedures are compared; in addition, instrumentation and the scheme for samples with preferred orientation me also discussed.
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Magnetic structure determination (description of the microscopic arTangement of magnetic moments in a crystal) requires neutron diffraction studies. Magnetic neutron powder diffraction is, and will remain in the future, the most straightforward technique to get magnetic structures as a function of temperature. We will show here the successive steps of a magnetic structure determination, from the experiment (2-a""is diffractometer, sample environment) to the results: commensurate and/or incommensurate long-range magnetic order, via data analysis (Rietveld profile refinement). Some examples are selected, in RT2X2, R2T2X and AB204 systems (with R= Lanthanide or Uranium; T, A, B=Transition Metal, X=Si. Ge, In or Sn). Superlattice reflections observed for the first time in the room temperature powder neutron diffraction pattems of (Sr1-xCax)Ti03, x >0.12 are shown to arise due to an orthorhombic distortion of the perovskite structure. A Rietveld analysis of the neutron powder diffraction profiles shows that the structure consists of tilted Ti06 octahedra and off-centred A-site cations. These novel structural features have important bearing on the quantum fenoelectric behavior of this system. Our work confirms the suggestion of Kleeman and Schremmer [Phys. Rev.B 40 (1989) 7428] that Ca induced electric dipoles responsible for quantum fenoelectricity in (Sr,Ca)Ti03 results from off-centre occupancy ofCa along <11 0> of the perovskite unit cell. We show that the presence of tilted Ti06 octal1edra in the structure forces Asite cations to occupy offcentre positions for steric reasons. vVe do not find any evidence for the presence of Ca at the X-Ray Standing Waves (XSW) method (see f.e. [1] ) is based on the combination of high structural sensitivity of classical XRay diffraction method and spectroscopic selectivity under nonelastic secondm-y radiation measurements (photoelectrons, fluorescence, etc.). Surface-sensitivity of XSW is determined either by very small escape depth of secondar-y radiation and/or very small penetration depth for incident X-Ray under Total External Reflection conditions. Present paper demonstrates unique possibilities of various modifications of XSW [2] [3] [4] for chm·acterization of ultra-thin ( crystalline and amorphous, inorganic and organic) layers, multi-layers systems and superlattices available due to the achievements of nanotechnology which allows to manipulate with ultra-thin layers constructing on their base absolutely new nanometer-scale materials (wave-guide stmctures and multilayers) and devices.
Different non-traditional ways in order to generate XSW (various kinds of secondary radiations and various types of interference phenomena) with period in the range: O.IA -lOOOA are discussed.
